
 

                                      Executive summary  

Finance for any business is basic foundation because the main activities such as 

purchase of raw materials, goods, and services hiring human resources require finance 

because of this only finance for any business is called as lifeblood for the economic 

activities that a company would like to carry with the objective of making maximum 

profits. 

This finance have been  providing  by the banks in this and at present scenario  these 

banks are playing an important role in the economic and balanced regional development 

of any economy, such a great work is been doing be the cooperative banks, such a 

cooperative bank we have is Shri Siddheshwar Co-Operative Bank with an ambitious  

vision and mission by providing various banking services such as accepting all types  

deposits, loan and advances to the  needy people for the further economic activities with 

the objective of making maximum profits. 

 

These Co-Operative banks are established the small initial capital from its members 

and gets the working capital from the account holders by accepting deposits and this 

working capital is very important for the banks for their survival and then whatever the 

money a bank have in its hand provides to the public in terms of loans and advances by 

charging some interest rate on such loans and advance to cover all its expenditure and 

make the profits from it.Hence we can say that these Co-Operative banks act as an 

intermediary between the individuals who have the excess and the individuals or 

business houses who need the finance for conducting the their business activities. 

Understanding the financial position of a bank is very important for all the stakeholders 

of the bank. 

The topic of the study is “Financial Statement Analysis at Shri Siddheshwar Co-

Operative Bank, Vijayapur”. The internship was conducted at Shri Siddheshwar Co-

Operative Bank, Vijayapur-586101.The internship and project   was conducted for the 

period of   6 weeks starting from 02-01-2020 to 14-02-2020. 

 


